The problem statement of this research was identified as "Is the courses' learning outcomes identified in Bologna Process to be reached in fashion design education?". According to this, the aim of the study is gauging students' perception of their attainment of the intended learning outcomes at the end of the courses. The survey data was obtained by using the likert type scale developped by the researchers from fashion design students in Selcuk University. Gained data were analysed by using the statistical methods. As a result of statistical analysis of survey data, fashion design students' level of reach to the learning outcomes identified in Bologna Process have been found out. In this study it has been found that fashion design students reach to the learning outcomes identified in Bologna Process in a lot of courses. At the end of the assessment out of 73 learning outcome in 59 of these students found to have advanced proficiencies and in 14 of them found to have moderate magnitude competence. None of proficiencies have been found possessing mean ratios such as too bad, bad and excellent mean ratios.
Introduction

Turkey is involved in
-Publishing all details of programs and courses in the Internet pages of higher education institutions, -Studies are conducted to establish institutional quality assurance systems for these processes developed, -Departments of fashion design in Turkey also renew their course plans, learning outcomes, teaching and evaluation methods within Bologna Process.
Problem Statement
Is the courses' learning outcomes identified in Bologna Process to be reached in fashion design education?
Research Questions
• Do the fashion-design students reach the courses' learning outcomes identified in Bologna Process?
• What level of courses' learning outcomes identified in Bologna Process do the fashion design students reach?
Purpose of the Study
The influences of the practices made under the Bologna Process to learning-outcomes and quality of education & training constitute one of the wondered and discussed issues. This present research based on self-assessment of fashion design students over the vocational courses during Bologna Process intends to reveal determined learning outcomes accomplishment processes.
http: //dx.doi.org/ 10.15405/book.5.4 eISSN: 2301 -2358 (Taşdemir, 2014) .
Courses and number of students within the scope of the research sample group is given in Table 1 . 
Findings
For a fashion designer the most important thing relies on possessing creative intellectualism. Drawing is an important tool for the designer to express the designs in his imaginations. Fashion designer expresses designs throughout handmade or computer associated illustrations, technical drawings. In the designs elaborates visual design associated information. In due course, in fashion design education programs design and drawing courses are the basic courses.
The access level of the students to the learning outcomes of courses related with design and drawing proficiency competence is given in Table 2 . When the Table 2 Esthetical and functional properties of a garment are associated with the compatibility level of that garment to the body. A garment well adopting to body in aesthetic manner as well as giving good appearance at the same time from the point of the person wearing also enables maximum comfort and movement ability. Although there are wide-spread of functions allowing well-fitting of the garment to body most importantly accurate pattern preparation is concerned predominantly (Mete, 2001) . Therefore, patternmaking is one of the most crucial stages in fashion industry. A pattern prepared professionally is the
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predominant stage in the manufacture of product in compliance with product design. Thus, it constitutes one of the components in fashion design training programs.
The access level of the students to the learning outcomes of courses related with pattern-making competence is given in Table 3 . When the Table 3 considered, in fashion design department oriented to proficiency to pattern-making courses' students out of 19 learning outcomes in 13 of them proved to possess advanced level proficiency in 6 of them found to possess middle level proficiency.
Fashion designer remaining in charge of being proficient to compose experimental productions of designed products or must be competent to accompany to realization. An efficient fashion designer to all http: //dx.doi.org/ 10.15405/book.5.4 eISSN: 2301 -2358 
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details must be capable to dressing processes and apply. Thus, another component of fashion design educational program is related to sewing courses and clothing production.
The access level of the students to the Learning Outcomes of courses related with clothing production and sewing competence is given in Table 4 . 
